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In this note we answer the following question in the aftirmative: Is there a nalural 
algebraic structure on the vector spaces containing the extended binary and ternary 
Golay codes such that the codes become ideals in these algebras? Our motivation was 
a note of J. Wolfmann, that describes the extended binary Golay code as the binary 
image of a principal ideal in a group algebra over the field with eight elements, and 
also a note of D. Y. Goldberg, that contains a related result for the extended ter- 
nary Golay code. In the following we construct those codes as ideals in the binary 
group algebra over the symmetric group (ti, and in the ternary twisted group 
algebra over the alternating group II,. respectively. Before we present our results, 
we are going to remind the reader of the debnition of Golay codes as special 
QR-codes. Here, for obvious reasons, we restrict out attention to the binary and 
ternary case. We assume that the reader is familiar with basic notions in coding 
theory and in representation theory as well. (!? 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. QR-CODES AND THEIR AUTOMORPHISMS 
We fix an odd prime r. As usual for a E N, r[ a, we write 
(a/r)={ -it if a is a quadratic residue modulo r, 
> if a is no quadratic residue modulo r; 
(u/r) is called Legendre symbol. Let p be a prime such that (p/r) = 1 and 
fix E, a primitive rth root of unity in some extension field Fpm of F,. Then 
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Research Council for financial support. 
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where q(x) = n,,,,= , (X-E’) and n(x) = n,,,= , (X-E’). Note that q(x) 
and n(x) have coefficients in F,,. We set X=x+(.x’- 1) F,[x]. Then 
Q = q(X) F,[X] is called the quadratic residue code (QR-code) of length r 
over F,,. Clearly, dim Q = (r + 1)/2 and !R = n(Z) F,[X] is equivalent to II. 
From now on let us assume that p = 2 or p = 3. If we add a parity check 
at a position labelled by co, we obtain the extended QR-code 6; the corre- 
sponding basis vector will be called .%m. (We note that the definition of an 
extended QR-code differs if p > 3 ; cf. [MWS, p. 4891.) The canonical basis 
vectors X0, . . . . .U’- I, X” can now be identified with the projective line 
P(r) = F, u {co }. The following fact is well-known. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. We consider the group 
PSL(2, r) =SL(2, rJ/(( ,’ “1)) 
={(: ;) 1-=1}/(( ;l “*)). 
Then PSL(2, r) induces a 2-fold transitive permutation group on P(r) via 
i++(a.i+b)/(c.i+d), i E P(r). 
Furthermore, (z, a) r PSL(2, r), where 
T: it-+i+ 1 and a: it+ -l/i. 
The automorphism group Aut(E) of a code (5 is defined as 
Aut(K) = {M 1 M monomial transformation, CM E (r. for all c E a}. 
With this notation the following theorem holds. 
1.2. THEOREM (Gleason, Prange ; cf. [MWS; p. 4931). Let 6 be an 
extended QR-code of length r + 1 over Fp. Then, up to isomorphism, 
PSL(2, r) < Aut(fi), if p=2, 
SL(2, r) d Aut(&), if p=3. 
If r = 23, then (2/23) = 1 and the corresponding binary QR-code of 
length 23 is called binary Golay code B,,. If r= 11, then (3/11)= 1 and the 
corresponding ternary QR-code of length 11 is called ternary GoZay code 
23,,. For convenience we set 5Bj24=!8’2X and d,,=%i,. Thus Bz4 and 23i2 
have dimension 12 and 6 and minimal weight 8 and 6, respectively. Of 
course, any copy of 2& and 8,, obtained by a monomial transformation is 
as good as another. But in the following we use the one copy defined above. 
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2. THE EXTENDED BINARY GOLAY CODE !Bz4 
In this section we fix p = 2 and r = 23. It follows from character theory 
(or may be checked directly) that 
is an idempotent generator of q(X)(X - 1) Fz[X] provided that E is suitably 
chosen (cf. MWS, p. 4841). Since Z& in addition contains the all-l- 
codeword. the words 
c, = e(i). 2 (j = 0, . . . . 22) and 
generate 8,, as an F,-vector space. 
If z is a permutation of the projective line P(23), we denote the corre- 
sponding 24 x24-permutation matrix by p(rc). The following is a special 
case of Theorem 1.2. 
2.1. LEMMA. With the notation of 1.1, 
PSL(523) E (P(T), p(a)) d Aut( B,,). 
Proof: Check that p(r) and p(a) map the vectors c, into !-B14. 
It is a we&known fact that PSL(2,23) contains a copy of 8, (the 
symmetric group on four digits), which acts fixed-point-freely on P(23) 
(cf. [Hu, II, 8.181). Actually, this subgroup may be constructed as 
where 
w. = (0, a)(2, 11)(5, 9)(6, 19)( 12, 21)( 14, 18) 
(1,22)(8,20)(3, 15X7, 13)(4, 17N10, 16) 
8=(0, llN2, mN5, 19)(6,9)(12, 14)(18,21) 
(1,20)(8,22)(3,7)(13, 15)(4, 16)(10, 17) 
y = (0, 18, 9)(2, 21, 5)(6, co, 12)(11, 14, 19) 
(1, 10, 3)(4, 7, 22)(8, 17, 15)(13, 20, 16) 
ii= ('A 8)(1, 11)(2,22)(3, 14)(4, 5)(6, 16)(7,21) 
(9, 17)(10, 19)(12, 13)(15, 18)(20, m). 
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Here, 
a2=p2= [lx,P]==l, (R, = (a, /I) is the Klein-4-group), 
y3= 1, ay = ap, 8’ = a, 
is’= 1, yb=y2 (<Y,6)~@3) 
a’ = a, fi” = ap. 
(To check this statement, it might be easier to imagine the permutations 
above as 2 x 2-matrices modulo (( PA _T)) = ( -E). Hence we note that 
a, 6, and y correspond to (. y A)( -E), (i _:)( -E), and ( Py $)(-E), 
respectively. With our notation, this correspondence is an anti- 
isomorphism.) 
We now consider the ambient vector space span,,( X0, X1, . . . . X2’, X” ) as 
a right F,[B,]-permutation module. Consequently 2Jz4 is an F2[S,]- 
submodule. Since 6, acts fixed-point-freely on P(23), we obtain 
2.2. COROLLARY. B,, is a submodule of the induced module 
FzT <,)(Q z F2[04], hence a right ideal in the group algebra F2[S,]. 
In general, if H is a subgroup of G and I’ is an H-module, Vt”H is 
constructed in the following way. Take any right transversal of H in G, 
g, > . . . . g,, say. We then take m copies of P’, denoted by V@ g,, ._., V@ g,, 
and form their direct sum. The action of G now is the following. Let g E G 
and u E V, then (~0 g,)g= uh@ gi, where g,g= hg, (h E H). 
It now remains to find an explicit embedding of %,,. Hence we collect 
some facts about 
2.3. The Module Structure of Fz[S,]. Since R, acts trivially on each 
irreducible F,[B,]-module, the irreducible modules are given by those of 
(15,/R, 2 8, E (7, 8). Hence there are only the trivial module F2 and a 
2-dimensional module, say V= span,,(u, w), where 6, acts via y : u H w, 
WHU+U’ and ~:ZJHU, WHU+W. We decompose F,[6,]=Z,@I,@Z, 
into indecomposable right ideals Zj. Then the Zj are uniquely determined up 
to isomorpism; they are generated as right modules by idempotent and, if 
appropriately numbered, a copy of I, can be generated by e = (1 + y + y2) 
and I2 z I,. By the socle of a module we mean the sum of all simple 
submodules. The iterated socle-series of the Z, look as follows. 
F2 I,: v 
F,O V F2 
F,O V E;O V 
F2 V 
(j= 1, 2, 3). (For these facts cf. [HB, VII, 15.10]. 1 
I, : 
In particular, dim Zi = 8 
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2.4. The Embedding of ‘Bz4 into F2[(fj4]. At first we have to identify the 
X’ (i=O, 1, . . . . 22, co) with the group elements of Q, 2 (01, fl, y, S) in such 
a way that the action of the matrix p(rc) yields the same permutation of the 
X’ as the multiplication by 7c E Q, from the right on the elements of 8,. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that X0 corresponds to the unit 
element 1 E 8,. It is elementary to see that this identification yields the 
following bijection : 
O-1, lobs, 2-a/% 3*&S, 40a/?y26, 5oc$y2, 6oay2, 
70crgys, 8-6, 9-=y2, lo-=-fly%, 11 OB, 12ocry, 13ocry6, 
14-fry, 150~6, 160cry26, 170~~6, 18-y, 190fiy2, 
20-a& 21 octgy, 22oa@, coocl. 
We now look for idempotents contained in %24 d F,[Q,]. By exhaustive 
search, we obtain that there are exactly 64 non-zero ones of weights 8, 12, 
or 16, for instance, 
e, = 1 + o$y2 + cry’ + @yS + c(y6 + ~‘6 + c$y + c&j, 
e2 = 1 + /IS + c$y26 + fly26 + cry26 + y + ct6 + ~$6 
are such idempotents. By 2.3 and, since dim BZ4 = 12, they all generate 
ideals of dimension 8. 
To construct all of 2324, we now consider the following vectors: 
u,= c g=e c h , 
( > 
where (~1, p, S) ~s~syl,(S,), 
y E (54 h6.S 
u?=e(l +cr+fi+c@), v,=e(l+6+crfl+cr@), 
u,=u,y=e(l+6+~+~16). 
(Remember that e = 1 + y + y’.) Since u, corresponds to the original 
codeword c13, it is clear that u, E 8,,. But by an easy check it turns out 
that also u2, u3 E 2&d. Moreover, ulrc = u1 for all rc~%~, i.e., u1 spans the 
unique trivial submodule, and o,y = u2 and u,6 = u2 + ur, while R, acts 
trivially on u2. Hence span,( u, , u2) is indecomposable with composition 
factors twice F2. Furthermore, we have u3c( = u3 + u,, u3/I = u3 + u2, 
u3y=u4, u38=u3, and u4u=u4+u2, u4fl=u4+u2+ul, U4y=U4+U3+Ul, 
u,s = u3 + 04 + u,. It follows that the module span,,(u,, u2, 03, u4) is 




and is contained in a copy of I, . Since the weight of e, (and of all idem- 
potents in B3,,) is even, e, ui =O. Hence e,Fz[Gj4] must be isomorphic to 




Fz 0 FzOV 
F-2 V 
2.5. COROLLARY. 2324 is u principal ideal and 23,, =e,Fz[B4] + 
e2F2[I@J. 
ProoJ: The first assertion is clear, since 2YJ14 is a homomorphic image of 
the group algebra F,[S,] as well (cf. 2.3). To prove the second assertion, 
set U= e, F2[Gj4] + e,F,[B,]. Since e, F,[S,] z e,F,[B,] and both have 
no homomorphic image isomorphic to F,, the same is true for U. From 
eze, #e, we conclude that e, F,[O,] is a proper submodule of U; but since 
!ZJ*,/ei F,[Q,] is uniserial with socle-series 
V 
u = 23*, follows. 
2.6. Remark. A natural candidate for a generating element of Bz4 
certainly is e, + e,. Although we cannot give a theoretical proof, a 
computer calculation showed that (e, fez) F,[B,] has dimension 12, 
hence it equals 23,,. 
3. THE EXTENDED TERNARY GOLAY CODE 23,, 
In this section we fix p = 3 and r = 11. Similar to the binary case, the 
element e(Z) = 1 +&,,i,= -~, X’E F3[X] is an idempotent generator of 
q(X)(X- 1) Fx[X] (cf. [MWS, p. 4861). Consequently, since d,, in addi- 
tion contains the all-l-codeword, the words 
c, = e(Z) . XJ (j= 0, . . . . 10) 
generate !B,2 as an F,-vector space. 
and 
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Now the automorphisms of 23r2 do not consist of permutation matrices 
only, but even of monomial matrices. Let us, as before, denote by p(n) the 
permutation matrix of type 12 x 12 over F3 corresponding to rc, being a 




(i/11) = 1 or i=co, 
(i/11)= -1 or i=O. 
With the notation of 1.1, we obtain 
3.1. LEMMA. SL(2, 11) z (Dpta), P(T)> d Aut(‘B,2). 
Proof: First check that Dp(a) and p(z) map the vectors cj into 2J3,,. 
Furthermore, (Dp(a), p(r))/( -E,2)) E (E, z) and (Dp(ol))‘= -E,, 
holds. 
We now use the fact that PSL(2, 11) contains a copy of U, (the 
alternating group on four digits), which acts fixed-point-freely on P( 11) 
(cf. [Hu, II, 8. IS]). This suggests that the corresponding subgroup of 
SL(2, ll), which turns out to be isomorphic to SL(2,3), acts on the Golay 
code. To exploit this further, we give a concrete presentation of U4 inside 
PSL(2, 11). Indeed, U, E (tx, 0 ) = ( CI, p, 0 ), where 
0. = (0, a)(4.8)(3, 7)(6, 9)(2, 5x1, 101, 
P= (0,4)(a, 8X3, 6)(7, 9)(1, 5)(2, 101, 
~7 = (0, 6, lO)(co, 3, 5)(4, 7, 1)(8,9, 2). 
Here, a2 = /I’= [cr, fl] = 1 ((a, p) is the Klein-Cgroup), o3 = 1, CC’ = 8. 
(For convenience we note as above that the permutations c1 and c 
correspond to (-T ,$( -E) and (z -;)( -E), respectively.) 
The step towards the monomial matrices needs a little bit more care due 
to the matrix D. We set b = diag(&, d,, . . . . a,,, a,), where 
ai= -:3 { ) 
i = 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 
i = 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, co, 
and consider the matrices X := Dp(a) and S := dp(o); consequently b is 
the underlying permutation of the matrix Y := X’. With the notation 
Z = -El2 we obtain the following relations: X’ = Y’ = [X, Y] = Z, S3 = 1, 
Xs = Y, and Ys = XYZ. Therefore, (X, S) z ,X(2, 3) with center (Z). 
We now consider the ambient vector space span,(x’, X1, ..,, X1’, X”) as 
a right F,[SL(2, 3)]-module. Since S leaves B3,, invariant (which must be 
checked!), B3,, is an F,[SL(2, 3)]-submodule. If F‘; denotes the l-dimen- 
sional faithful F,[ (Z)]-module, we obtain 
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3.2. LEMMA. 23 ,2 is a submodule of F;, <z>sLC2. ,).
Since SL(2,3) E fi, (double-cover of U,), the above module is nothing 
but the twisted group algebra of I&. But we prefer to interpret this module 
as a block ideal of F,[SL(2, 3)]. Hence we present some facts about 
3.3. The Module Structure of F,[SL(2,3)]. The group SL(2,3) has 
exactly three irreducible modulus over F3, namely, the trivial one F,, a 
3-dimensional one U, and a faithful 2-dimensional one W; actually F, and 
U are the irreducible modules for SL(2, 3)/(Z) z Uq. We now decompose 
the group algebra into indecomposable 2-sided ideals ; these are uniquely 
determined and called block ideals. (Note that F2[0,] is 2-sided 
indecomposable!) It is well known that one obtains 
F,CSW, 311 =&OB,,OB, 
where the socle series of the block ideals look as follows 
B,: F3 B,,: U@U@U B: W W 
F3 wow 
F3 W W 
Here B, is called the principal block, Bst is the Steinberg block, and B is a 
12-dimensional algebra isomorphic to the twisted group algebra over U4 
containing 2312 as a right ideal. We therefore concentrate on B. If we 
decompose the l-element of the group algebra according to the block- 
decomposition, we obtain uniquely determined central idempotents. For 
later use we state that f = Z- 1 is the one of B. 
3.4. The Embedding of 23,* into F,[SL(2,3)]. We now have to decide 
which basis of B should play the role of the canonical basis. If {g,, . . . . g,,} 
is a set of coset representatives of (Z) in SL(2, 3), then {fg,, . . ..fg.,) 
yields an E;-basis of B. Note that another choice of coset representative 
{h,, . . . . h,,) implies {fh,, . . . . fhn) = {El&l, . . . . &12fg12), where Et E 
{ + 1, - 1 }, asfZ = -f Similar to the binary case, we now have to identify 
the X’ (i=O, 1, . . . . 11, co) with a basis of B in such a way that the actions 
of Dp(a), dp(a), and the multiplication by X, SE SL(2, 3) coincide. We 
may assume that X” corresponds tofl and obtain the following bijection: 
@z-Sk 0-j-X 8=-fK 4ofXY, 30 fSZ= -fS, 
7ofSX-‘= -fSX, 6ofSY, SofSXY, 5ofs~,2ofs~x, 
1 ofPY-‘= -fS’Y, 1OofPXY. 
(Note that the product of two basis elements is plus or minus another basis 
element. I 
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We set u= (1, . . . . 1) E B, where the coefficient are to be interpreted w.r.t. the 
above basis; since u corresponds to the original codeword err, v E d,,. 
Now U, OX, uY, OS, uX,S, u YS is a basis of 23 r2, by an easy calculation. By 
exhaustive search as in the binary case, all idempotents in %,, can be deter- 
mined. We do not list all 27 non-zero ones, but only state that e := -u is 
an idempotent in 23 r2. In particular, by the structure of B, B,, = eB has to 




Clearly, e’:=f-e=f+u=(-l,l, l,..., 1) E B also is an idempotent with 
dim,,e’B= 6. Since the minimum weight of e’B is 6 (which has been 
checked by a computer), e’B has the same parameters as the extended 
Golay code. Now a result of V. Pless [PI] implies that e’B is equivalent to 
8,, under a monomial transformation. Altogether, 
B=fF,[SL(2,3)] =eB@e’B, 
with two equivalent copies of the extended ternary Golay code d,,, w.r.t. 
the same basis. 
3.5. COROLLARY. Let V be a 12-dimensional vector space over FS with 
canonical basis Z and let C be a copy of the extended ternary Golay code 
contained in it. Then there exists another such copy c’ (w.r.t. the same basis 
.Y) such that V = CQ c’. 
Proof Identify V and B as vector spaces; by our result above C, := eB 
and C; := e’B are two copies of the extended ternary Golay code such that 
V = C, 0 C; holds. There exists a monomial transformation p of V such 
that C= C,p; take C’= C;p. 
3.6. Remark. J. van Lint has pointed out to us that this corollary 
follows from a general result in coding theory, of which we were unaware. 
He has kindly communicated his observation, which is the following: 
Let P be any symmetric n by n matrix over F3 such that P* = -E,. 
Examples are conference matrices of size n = q + 1, where q is a prime 
power ~5 (mod 12) (cf. [CL, Chap. 131). The Code 6 generated by 
G := (E,P) is a [2n, n] ternary selfdual code. Clearly the code 6’ with 
generator matrix G’ := (PE,) is equivalent to 6. 
Let x and y be arbitrary elements of Fy. Consider 
cl :=(-x+yP)G~(5 and c,:=(--y+xp)G’~K’. 
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It is easily checked that cr + c2 = (x, y). We have therefore proved that 
FfUZ@0’. 
In the special case q = 5, 0 and (c’ are equivalent to the extended ternary 
Golay code 23,,. The matrix P can be taken as 
i 0 1l-l -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1
4. DECODING SELFDUAL IDEMPOTENTS CODES 
Let F be any finite field, G a finite group and A := F[G] the group 
algebra. By an idempotent code in A we understand a code of the form 
Cy=, e,A with idempotent elements eiE A (i= 1, . . . . m). Note that if 
char F [ ICI, any group code in A is an idempotent code, and it is even 
possible to choose m = 1. 
Let a = CgE G ug g E A. Then a H ci = Cpc G ug g- ’ is an anti-isomorphism 
ofA. Ifb=C geC b,gE A, then (a, b) = (a, b)A = CgeG u,b, is the standard 
inner product of A (taken w.r.t. the group basis g E G). Note further that 
if we write &x)=x, for x=CgrGxggEA, then n(u6)=(u, b) holds. 
4.1. LEMMA. Let E be a central idempotent in A and set B=EA. Let, 
furthermore, 6 = CyC”=l eiA be an idempotent code contained in B. If B = 4 
and C1n B=&., then 6= nyzI (s-@i)A. 
Proof By [MW], the left annihilator ann,,,4(6) of 6 in A satisfies 
(annL,A(6))A = CL. Therefore the left annihilator arm,.(E) of & in B 
satisfies (annL,B(6))A = (annt,A(6))A nj=a’nB=tX, by our assump- 
tions. Consequently we obtain 
(r; = (ann,,(cS))^ = 
( 
h annL,dejA) ’ 
i=l > 
the assertion of the lemma. 
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4.2. LEMMA. We use the same notations as in the lemma above and 
choose, in addition, a basis 5 of B = EA. Zf 6 is d-error correcting w.r.t. the 
basis E and, if x E B is a vector of weight atmost d, then x is uniquely deter- 
mined by gix (i= 1, . . . . m). (We might call the Pix the syndromes of x.) 
Proof: Suppose that x’ E B has weight atmost d and satisfies t?,x = Pix 
(i = 1, . . . . m). Then x - x’ E ann,,,(Cy!, Aij) = fl7-i ann,..(Aii) = 
ny= i (E - gi) A = Q, by Lemma 4.1. Since the minimum weight of 6 is at 
least 2d + 1, we conclude x = x’. 
4.3. Decoding of 8,, and %I*. (a) We first consider the case (5 = 23?,. 
By the results of Section 2, we now have A = F2[Gj4], B= A = A^, and 
CC=&‘, since B3,, is selfdual. In addition, K=e,A +ezA holds with those 
idempotents e,, e2 E A, stated in 2.4. 
Suppose now that the codeword c E (5 is transmitted, but that the vector 
v = c + A is received with an error-vector A of weight atmost d= 3. 
(Remember that (r = !I314 is 3-error correcting! ) By Lemma 4.1, 
P, c = 0 = c?>c; calculating giv = giA (i= 1, 2), therefore, determines A 
uniquely, by Lemma 4.2. 
(b) If, second, cS=‘13,,, Section 3 shows A = F,[SL(2, 3)] and 
B= fA, where f = Z- 1. Since f =f, we certainly obtain B = B. Further- 
more, 0 = eA = eB holds where e E B is the idempotent stated in 3.4. To 
verify Q’ n B=C, let (fg,, . . . . fglz) be the basis of B chosen in 3.4; then 
SL(2, 3)= (gi, . . . . g,,, Zg,, . . . . Zgi,) holds. If ( , )B denotes the inner 
product of B w.r.t. the above basis of B, then it immediately follows that 
(a, b)B = -(a, b)A for all a, b E B. Since Cs. = ‘$3i2 is selfdual (w.r.t. ( , )B), we 
conclude (r G (X1. As B = & we moreover obtain (1 -f )A = B’ G CC’, and 
consequently (5 @ ( 1 - f) A c 6’. Since both sides have dimension 18, 
equality holds and (5’ n B = 6. 
In order to correct the incoming vector v = c + A (c E (I), we now have 
to assume that A has weight atmost 2, since 6 = 23 I2 is 2-error correcting. 
As Pv=CA, A can uniquely be determined using only one syndrom 
(Lemma 4.2). 
4.4. Remark. Let us return to the case Q = 2&,. 
(a) Remember that, by 2.6, even tE= (e, + e,)A holds. The 
arguments used in 4.1 and 4.2 show ann,,,(A(g, +eG2)) =ann,,,(&)= 
ann,,((C’)^) =ann,,(ann L,A(K)) = 6:. Therefore an error-vector A of 
weight atmost 3 can as well be determined by the single syndrom 
(e^l+i?,)A. 
(b) Nevertheless it might have an advantage to use two syndroms 
like in 4.3(a). To see this we assume in addition that only one error occurs. 
i.e., A = g for some still unknown g E 8,. Note that the idempotents P,, gz 
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have exactly two positions in common, namely 1 and x := (c&5)-’ of order 
4. We now determine those two positions h,, h, E 8, which C, g and C, g 
have in common and conclude that {A,, h2} = { g, zg}. Finally h, = g if 
and only if xh, = h2. 
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